
9. Conclusion.

Space is entering an exciting period for journalists in all sectors, be they civil, military, 

commercial or international, and there are there are many opportunities for stories and further 

research into space journalism that are not covered in this primer.

Investigative journalism techniques could prove particularly useful in tackling the complex 

budgets and bureaucracies often found in the space beat. Further research into what documents or 

electronic files that Freedom Of Information Act (FOIA) requests can obtain may help lead to 

detailed and perhaps computer-assisted stories that study why NASA budgets often develop 

cost overruns -- an important public service and a scoop to boot. Moreover, investigative 

journalism techniques are keen on detecting fraud and waste, which may prove prevalent in the 

space beat -- a $4 billion cost overrun begs the question.

One possible fraud case uncovered in March 2001 suggests that an investigative report 

into NASA's dealing with contractors may prove valuable. The NASA Office of Inspector 

General found that when it came to the contractor Thiokol, "justifications for noncompetitive 

procurements of professional and consultant services were inadequate and untimely." Every 

executive department maintains an Office of Inspector General, which are usually good sources of 

investigative pieces. An expansion of this primer would dig up sources of information within 

NASA and clarify NASA ties to contractors, if possible.

NASAwatch.com also keeps an eye out for whistleblowers who may reveal important 

problems troubling the organization. A journalist given this information, along with corroboration 

from the large number of disgruntled ex-employees NASA pumps out, may find it easy to write 

an expose on internal mismanagement in NASA. It is, however, unfair to pick on NASA without 

looking at NASA's colleagues -- what of its contractors, or international space agencies? What 

fraud and abuse might they be keeping under wraps? A list of whistleblowers and ex-employees 

may prove an invaluable source of stories for NASA or its contractors, although all claims would 



of course require significant substantiation.

During the course of researching this primer, several rather shady companies were 

revealed. These suspicious companies appeared rather "fly-by-night" and out to make a quick 

buck. For instance, veteran space journalists have long suspected Space Adventures, the 

company that booked Dennis Titos flight, as full of hyperbole. The company claims to be 

building a set of launch vehicles to help fly anyone with roughly $40,000 through space for a few 

brief seconds. Whether or not these vehicles exist, Space Adventures claims to have clients who 

have booked down payments on these flights. Another company called Encounter 2001 plans to 

send a solar sail expedition out in 2001 that will carry a persons genetic material out into space 

for only $49.95. Encounter 2001 claims it will launch their solar sail from the space shuttle, but 

that seems highly unlikely, given that the shuttle crew seems largely unaware of this arrangement. 

It would be interesting to extend the space journalism primer with a list of companies that bear 

following up on, although it is unclear how a researcher would go about tracking these operations 

down.

The emphasis of this journalism primer was mostly on institutions and not on 

individuals. An additional chapter of the primer to include biographies of key individuals may 

have proven of benefit. Personalities affect policy, and policy in turn affects science and 

technology. The reason this line of thought was not pursued with the primer was due in part to 

the changing nature of the political landscape at the time of writing, which made the status of 

many official positions unclear -- for instance, NASA Administrator Dan Goldin was still serving 

at his post until the Bush administration could find a replacement for him. 

A problem this researcher faced in creating this primer had to do with organizing the 

hundreds of agencies, associations and acronyms that abound in space. Large bureaucracies such 

as NASA and the Defense Department are often populated with many offices with obscure 

titles, functions, locations and chains of command. This primer has sought to bring into focus 



many of the larger and more prominent offices, which many not necessarily be where the news is 

-- small agencies may prove as interesting to the discerning eye as large ones.


